Host Mare_AGM says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Continue Mission of the USS Artemis 9806.05<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Is in Shuttlebay onboard the  shuttle ::

Ltcr_Law says:
::on bridge::

CTO_Lenor says:
::on bridge... looking at ship roster::

FCOBryant says:
XO: standard orbit achived Lt.

CEO_LtPax says:
::In Main Engineering::

AEO_Regnu says:
::On Shuttle in route to join the Artemis::

CNS_Sodak says:
::On bridge::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Finishing to modify the Shuttle to allow better scan of the debris field. ::

FCOBryant says:
::gets up::: XO: with your permission I well go to the shuttle bay and Pre Flight the shuttle

Ltcr_Law says:
CTO:  please lead an AT to the outpost

AEO_Regnu says:
*Artemis* Ensign Victor Regnum requesting permission to dock on the Artemis.

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: one moment

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Run some last test.. the results seem conclusive ::

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: please clear the shuttle for landing

CMO_Will says:
::tapping into the Medical Database of SF::

CSO_Vogas says:
*Law*: Aye sir...

CTO_Lenor says:
Law: I have picked members for the away team.. CMO,CEO, and the Counselor. Does this meet your approval?

AEO_Regnu says:
COM: Artemis: Repeat, Ensign Victor Regnum on Shuttlecraft 5 requesting permission to dock with the Artemis.

CSO_Vogas says:
*Regnu*: Mister Regnu, this is the Artemis, permission approved.. Welcome aboard Ensign..

Ltcr_Law says:
Lenor: agreed, I will place 3 shuttles on standby if nec

Ltcr_Law says:
All: yellow alert

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Move behind shuttlebay console and open the shuttlebay doors.. ::

CSO_Vogas  (Shuttle Bay Doors.wav)

AEO_Regnu says:
COM: Artemis: Thank you.  ::Brings the shuttle to dock in the Main Shuttlebay::

CTO_Lenor says:
::nods:: Counselor you are with me  *CEO/CMO* meet me in transporter room 2

Ltcr_Law says:
Lenor: good luck, arm yourself accordingly

CNS_Sodak says:
CTO:On my way

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir, yellow alert,::::sets up the power settings for yellow alert:::

CMO_Will says:
::begins to stock a Medical Kit::

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: A BROKEN COMMUNICATION IS HEARD FROM THE SURFACE, COMING FROM UNDERGROUND

AEO_Regnu says:
::Waiting for the door to completely open and the tractor beam to bring me in::

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: tie in that Comm

CTO_Lenor says:
::enters TL... waits for CNS::

AEO_Regnu says:
::Completes Docking::

CMO_Will says:
::grabs a med 3corder and hops into a TL::

CEO_LtPax says:
*CTO*: Aye sir

CNS_Sodak says:
:Enters TL::

AEO_Regnu says:
::walks to the turbolift::

A_CMO_Asp says:
&::stands waiting:: All : Everyone ready???

CTO_Lenor says:
Computer: TR2

CSO_Vogas says:
*Law*: Aye sir..:: move to nearby console and try to lock on com signal ::

CMO_Will says:
::arrives in TR 2::

AEO_Regnu says:
::as I enter the lift say to comp.::Main Engineering

CEO_LtPax says:
::Takes a Jeffery tubes down one deck::

CTO_Lenor says:
::exits TR2::

CEO_LtPax says:
::Goes into TR2::

CSO_Vogas says:
*FCO*: Mister Bryant I'm waiting for you in Shuttlebay to take the Shuttle to the debris field..

CNS_Sodak says:
::Exits TL::

CMO_Will says:
Pax: Good day.

CTO_Lenor says:
::gets phasers and tricorders for all... hands them out::

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM *Artemis* : This is the Outpost.... We´re under attack by Jem'Hadar forces...

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: you may leave for the shuttlebay

CMO_Will says:
::grabs a phaser and holsters it::

CNS_Sodak says:
::takes phaser & tricorder::

FCOBryant says:
*CSO* The Commander hasn't cleared me off the bridge yet. oops on the way!

Ltcr_Law says:
Comm: outpost we hear you, go ahead

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir!

CTO_Lenor says:
::gets on pad::

FCOBryant says:
::: runs to the turbolift door:::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* Red alert, we have reports of Jem Haddar ground forces

CMO_Will says:
::steps into Transporter pad::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Hears the message:: *Law*: Sir I suggest me and mister Bryant remain onboard the ship until the situation is cleared with the Jem'hadar on the planet..

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM *Artemis* : My CO is dead.. Along with the other commanding officer.. I´m in charge.. There´s heavy fighting down here!!

FCOBryant says:
*TL* Deck 4

AEO_Regnu says:
::Walks into Main Engineering, looks for CEO_LtPax::

CTO_Lenor says:
*law* we are ready to beam down

CNS_Sodak says:
::Steps on Transporter pad::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CSO and FCiO* to the bridge

CMO_Will says:
::nods at other members of AT::

FCOBryant says:
*TL* halt return to the bridge!

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM *Artemis* : We have 3 serious injuries...

CSO_Vogas says:
*Law*: Understood.. *FCO*: you heard mister Law.. I'll be on the bridge ..

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Run to Turbolift::

FCOBryant says:
*xo* aye sir

CTO_Lenor says:
::nods to transporter chief::  ready...

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* there are reports of JH ground forces, energize when ready

CSO_Vogas says:
TL: Bridge

CEO_LtPax says:
::Steps on Pad::

CSO_Vogas  (TurboLift.wav)

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* hold on

CEO_LtPax says:
::With tools::

CTO_Lenor says:
*LAW* understood... ::beams down with others::

FCOBryant says:
:::steps off the turbolift and heads for the FCO station

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Enter Bridge  goes to science console ::

CNS_Sodak says:
::phaser in hand::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: scan the Outpost.. ::

AEO_Regnu says:
*CEO_LtPax* Ensign Victor Regnum reporting for duty

CMO_Will says:
::begins bio scans of the area.::

AEO_Regnu says:
*CEO_LtPax* I am waiting in Main Engineering.

Ltcr_Law says:
All: red alert

CTO_Lenor says:
@*LAW* missed that last message...

CSO_Vogas  (Alert.wav)

FCOBryant says:
::::sets power levels for red alert::: XO: aye sir, red alert!

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir as long as we are at red alert I can't beam the away team out and there are a lot of Jem haddar down there

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Sir I'm picking up at least 80 Jem'hadar life sign down there.. I suggest we try to lock on Starfleet signal and try to beam survivors up before sending our people down..

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* prepare to be recalled

CMO_Will says:
@::frowns:: CTO: recalled?

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: SEVERAL SHOTS ARE FIRED AT THE AT

FCOBryant says:
:::locks transporter beam on to AT and drops the shields:::

CTO_Lenor says:
@*LAW* understood...

Ltcr_Law says:
::beams up AT::

AEO_Regnu (transporter.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Sir the away team are under attack.. .. :: see that the transporter as been activated ::

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE AT IS RECALLED

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM Artemis : Did you hear me??? We´re in the storage facility...

FCOBryant says:
::::raises shields and resets power levels:::

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Sir.. I think I can lock on the survivors..

CMO_Will says:
::is a little shocked::

CTO_Lenor says:
::arrives on the Artemis... heads to the Bridge::

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: .. And beam them up to safety..

CTO_Lenor says:
*law* Sir we are back on board... heading to the bridge now

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE UNDERGROUND STORAGE FACILITY IS SHIELDED AGAINST TRANSPORT

CNS_Sodak says:
::heads for bridge:

A_CMO_Asp says:
&::thinks what´s keeping them?::

Ltcr_Law says:
*AT* to the bridge meet in my RR

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to penetrate the shield.. ::

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir we are unable to lock on to survivors to beam them out!

CMO_Will says:
::exits TR2 and goes up to bridge::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: keep trying, scan the area

CNS_Sodak says:
::Heads 4 RR ::

CMO_Will says:
::rings the chime::

CTO_Lenor says:
::enters TL.... exits bridge::

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir

CSO_Vogas says:
::Wonder if they're couldn't be a way to deactivate the shield and reactivate them quickly. ::

CNS_Sodak says:
::follows CMO::

AEO_Regnu says:
*Ltcr_Law* How about trying a Skeletal lock?

Ltcr_Law says:
*AEO* stand by

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: Do you have any suggestion on how to beam them up and get through those shield ?

CTO_Lenor says:
::waits for the Officer in charge to enter the RR::

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM Artemis : Anybody hear me??? Please respond!!

Ltcr_Law says:
::enters RR::

CTO_Lenor says:
::follows::

CMO_Will says:
::follows Law::

FCOBryant says:
xo: sir I am trying to boost the confinement and gain but it isn't doing any good yet

Ltcr_Law says:
Comm: Outpost: we will aid you, stand by

CNS_Sodak says:
::Follows Law::

CTO_Lenor says:
::stands waiting to hear what Law has to say::

CMO_Will says:
::stands @ attention::

Ltcr_Law says:
CTO: the outpost is under siege I am going to commit ground forces

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir there isn't anyway that I am gonna be able to beam the survivors out, we have to do something or they are dead meat!

CNS_Sodak says:
::looks curious::

CTO_Lenor says:
::nods:: Law: understood sir

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM  Artemis : These men won´t make it if you take much longer...

Ltcr_Law says:
*FCO* stand by

CSO_Vogas says:
COM:*ASP*: Can you lower the shield which is around you ?

Ltcr_Law says:
CTO: assemble a combat force your orders are  to eject the JH

AEO_Regnu says:
*CEO_LtPax* What are my orders?

CEO_LtPax says:
*Regnum*: Stand By

Ltcr_Law says:
Lenor: when the area is secure send for medical

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir I can lock on to the Jem hadar though!

CMO_Will says:
Law: I have no combat experience to speak of... Should I stay here and prepare the SB?

Ltcr_Law says:
CMO: stay here until called for

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: This is a potentially good idea..

CMO_Will says:
Law: Aye.

Ltcr_Law says:
Lenor: I will make the shuttles available for air support

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: However the Jem'hadar will offer resistance..

CTO_Lenor says:
::nods again to law:: understood..  Am I dismissed?

Ltcr_Law says:
Lenor: yes, good luck,

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to lock on the Jem'hadar ::

CNS_Sodak says:
Law:What about me sir?

FCOBryant says:
:::grins::: I certainly hope so sir!

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM CSO : Sorry... The controls are not working..

Ltcr_Law says:
CNS: stay on the ship until called for

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE SYSTEM THAT CONTROLS THE SHIELDS IS DAMAGED

Ltcr_Law says:
::enters bridge::

CMO_Will says:
Law: What do we know about survivors and their physiology? Anything specific I should prepare for?

A_CMO_Asp says:
&::tries to help his companions as good as he can::

CNS_Sodak says:
Law: Aye Sir

CSO_Vogas says:
COM:*ASP*: Understood..

Ltcr_Law says:
CMO: prepare for all types

CMO_Will says:
Law: I see....

CEO_LtPax says:
::Makes way to Engineering::

CMO_Will says:
Law: Thank you, sir.

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Sir,, may I go with the away team and attempt to repair the shield control unit.. it may allow use to beam the survivors more quickly..

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: scan the outpost and find a place for the AT

CEO_LtPax says:
::Enters Main Engineering::

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye commander

CEO_LtPax says:
Regnum: Report

CMO_Will says:
::exits bridge and goes down to SB::

CTO_Lenor says:
::turns and walks out:: *Security force 1/ EO* meet me in TR2

AEO_Regnu says:
CEO: Hello sir.

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: not until the area is secure

SO_K`Rude says:
::Enters TR2 ::

CEO_LtPax says:
Regnum: Welcome aboard Ensign...

FCOBryant says:
:::scans the outpost and finds a tactically suitable place to beam the away team in to, to attack the Jem Haddar:::

AEO_Regnu says:
CEO: The ship appears to be working within normal parameters, but I do have an idea on how to get through that shield

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: I am aware of the risk sir. and I'm ready to take that chance to save the last survivors of the outpost..

FCOBryant says:
::;turns to the XO:::; XO: got one sir!

SO_K`Rude says:
::Gets bulky Klingon frame onto Transporter Padd ::

CTO_Lenor says:
::enters TL.. heads to TR2::

Ltcr_Law says:
Comm: Outpost: we are commit ground forces

CMO_Will says:
::begins preparing Hyposprays with relaxants for the most common genomes that can be found on the Outpost.

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: stay on board please

CTO_Lenor says:
::exits TR2::

CEO_LtPax says:
AEO: Well it's not normal when the shields are down

SO_K`Rude says:
:::Checks weapons stocks hanging about his person ::

CTO_Lenor says:
::sees the AEO isn't here::

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Aye sir.. :: Keep scanning for Jem'hadar ::

AEO_Regnu says:
CEO: The shield runs on a variance of 12.2 gHZ.  That leaves .2" windows in the shield.

CTO_Lenor says:
*AEO* please report to TR2

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir ready to engage transporter on your order!

A_CMO_Asp says:
&::waiting:: <Companion> : It´s alright.. Help is on the way...

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: have you try to beam Jem'hadar yet ?

SO_K`Rude says:
:::Grabs spare battery packs for Mark IV phasers ::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* I will send 3 armed shuttles for air support

AEO_Regnu says:
*CTO_Lenor* Acknowledged.

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir, they just kept slipping out of lock

A_CMO_Asp says:
&COMM *Artemis* : Thanks!!

AEO_Regnu says:
::Walks into the Turbolift::Transporter Room 2

CTO_Lenor says:
*law* Acknowledged

CEO_LtPax says:
::Goes over shields configurations and begins repair::

SO_K`Rude says:
:::Checks personal weaponry ::

Ltcr_Law says:
All: maintain red alert

CTO_Lenor says:
::waits for AEO::

FCOBryant says:
XO: commander, permission to lead the shuttle force?

CTO_Lenor says:
::makes sure SF1 is armed::

AEO_Regnu says:
*CEO* This means that if you narrow the confinement beam and search for the cartilage in the AT you might be able to beam them up.

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: I see.. ::try to modify sensors to allow a better lock of the Jem'hadar ::

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: denied, stay onboard in case we need to maneuver

SO_K`Rude says:
:::Checks both boots to see that both have the required 4 blades ::

AEO_Regnu says:
::enters TR2::

A_CMO_Asp says:
&::hears the moans of his companions...hurry up guys...::

FCOBryant says:
xo Aye sir,

CEO_LtPax says:
*AEO*: Are you trying to say that I don't understand what you're saying Ensign?

CTO_Lenor says:
::hands AEO phaser rifle::

SO_K`Rude says:
CTO: I am ready ::Evil Grin ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: think he may have got it:: FCO: Try to lock on the Jem'hadar... you should get a better lock on them this time..

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: display a tactical of the landscape

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Aye sir.. :: Put display on screen ::

CTO_Lenor says:
::stands on the transporter pad::

FCOBryant says:
::::works on the sensors and tries to narrow containment even further to lock on Jem Haddar

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: The AT will be located about 250 meters away for the survivors..

AEO_Regnu says:
*CEO*not at all sir.  I just thought that it was an idea anyway.

SO_K`Rude says:
:::Initializes Mark IV Phaser::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* energise when ready,

AEO_Regnu says:
::Walks onto the transporter pad::

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: MOST OF THE JEM'HADAR ARE NOW CONCENTRATED IN THE AREA OF THE SHIELDING

CTO_Lenor says:
::nods to Transporter Chief..:: ready when you are... ::looks at AEO still chatting with CEO::

CEO_LtPax says:
*AEO*: Just focus on your job and I'll focus on mine

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Sir.. The Jem'hadar will soon penetrate those shield..

A_CMO_Asp says:
&::starts hearing heavy fire::

CEO_LtPax says:
*AEO*: Pax out!

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE TRANSPORTER CHIEF ENGAGES THE TRANSPORTERS

Host Mare_AGM (Transporter.wav)

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Materializes ready to fire ::

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir I have a intermittent lock on five of em!

CMO_Will says:
::prepares a neural neutralizer, just in case...::

AEO_Regnu says:
@::Materializes with the new AT::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* we will feed you our sensor information

CTO_Lenor says:
@::Marerializes weapon ready::

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE JH IMMEDIATELY OPEN FIRE ON THE AT

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Fires and ducks and rolls ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to have a lock on the survivors.. if the shield fail will try to beam them up ::

FCOBryant says:
XO permission to beam em out?

CTO_Lenor says:
@::ducks for cover... firing phaser::

Ltcr_Law says:
*ShuttleBay* launch air cover

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Fires again aiming more carefully ::

SO_K`Rude  (Handphaser.wav)

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: denied,

AEO_Regnu says:
@::Jumps behind a large crate::

CSO_Vogas  (Hand Phaser 2.wav)

Host Mare_AGM says:
<JH>: concentrates on the locations of the AT and continues to fire at will::

SO_K`Rude @:::Aims ata a JH that looks to be in charge :: (Handphaser.wav)

FCOBryant says:
::::doesn't wait for permission and beams out three of the jem haddar that he can get a lock on in to orbit around the moon::::

AEO_Regnu says:
@::Fires on the JH::

Host Mare_AGM says:
<JH> ::three JH go down::

CTO_Lenor says:
@::continues to fire... stands up... fires.. ducks behind console::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: see that JH have been transported near the moon.. violence.. ::

SO_K`Rude @:::Aims at another and fires again :: (Handphaser.wav)

CEO_LtPax says:
::Reinitiate shields configurations and powers up::

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: Can't you get a lock on more of them ?

FCOBryant says:
XO: sorry sir, got excited, I can't get a lock on any more of em

Host Mare_AGM says:
::several more JH drop out of the fight::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: wait for permission this is combat, proceed now

SO_K`Rude @:::Fires and weapons batteries discharge :: (AHOO.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Still keep a lock on both the Away team and the survivors.. ::

Ltcr_Law says:
*Eng* status?

CTO_Lenor says:
@::conitues to aim and fire... prays they can complete their mission::

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Tosses away discharged weapon and initiates startup on another ::

AEO_Regnu says:
@ ::Aims for the nearest node of the shield generator::

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: one ugly JH fires at CTO, winging her in the arm::

SO_K`Rude @::Fires on a JH that is careless :: (AHOO.wav)

Ltcr_Law says:
CNS; this is going to get ugly

AEO_Regnu says:
@::Fires at the nearest node of the Shield Generator::

CSO_Vogas says:
Law:Sir I Think I might have had a good idea to beam the Survivors up..

FCOBryant says:
:::moans as he looks at the sensors and sees that the CTO was just wounded::

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: yes?

A_CMO_Asp says:
&::starts hearing screams... Jem'Hadar ones....::

SO_K`Rude @:::Fires again ::  (Handphaser.wav)

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: LRS PICK UP 2 JH SHIPS HEADING TOWARDS THE OUTPOST

CTO_Lenor says:
@::grabs arm:: dang it... ::glares at JH... stands and fires at it::

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir more ships!

CMO_Will says:
::when all is done he ports to TR2, to be needed::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: ETA?

AEO_Regnu says:
@::Fires at the generator again, hoping to take it out::

CMO_Will says:
reports,even

SO_K`Rude says:
@ EO: what is that you are doing ?

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: if we could have the frequency of their shield, we may be able to use a modify phaser beam as a carrier wave for the molecular beam.. in theory it could work..

CTO_Lenor says:
@::keeps firing at JH... over and over::

SO_K`Rude @::Fires at the JH again ::  (Handphaser.wav)

FCOBryant says:
:::grins, thinking finally!::::: XO: three minutes sir!

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::starts to see glimpses of Starfleet uniforms::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: break orbit, come about full impulse

AEO_Regnu says:
@ SO_K'Rude: I'm trying to see if I can disable power here, If power goes out then the shields will go as well.

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THERE ARE ONLY 6 JH LEFT,

CSO_Vogas says:
XO: Sir.. the JH are loosing the fight..

CTO_Lenor says:
::ducks behind console when phaser dies... changes batt.::

FCOBryant says:
:::turns to the console and smiles ::: AYE SIR!

SO_K`Rude says:
@EO: Yes and the defense of the outpost as well

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: unfortunately we are engaged

CTO_Lenor says:
@::stands again and begins to fire::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO; fire torpedoes at will

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: I just saw it sir..

SO_K`Rude @:::Fires on a JH that stands up :: (Handphaser.wav)

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE LAST 6 JH STAND, AS THEIR SHIP ENTERS THE ATMOSPHERE AND BEAMS THEM ABOARD

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to interfere with the beaming ::

AEO_Regnu says:
@ SO_K'Rude, the shields will go down for only 15 seconds, just long enough to get people out of here, the backups will take effect then.

FCOBryant says:
:::rolls the Artemis and heads on a intercept course for the ships at full impulse::::

CTO_Lenor says:
@::continues to fire as the JH are beamed::

SO_K`Rude says:
@EO: Moot point now

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: belay that fire order

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir they just beamed out the raiders on the planet!

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::sees lesser and lesser JH::

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE SHIP HEADS FOR OPEN SPACE AVOIDING THE ARTEMIS AT ALL COSTS

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir!

CTO_Lenor says:
AT: ok.. lets get those survivors outta here

CSO_Vogas says:
XO: Sir.. the Jem'hadar are now out of range.. they are retreating..

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: let them go, back to high orbit

AEO_Regnu says:
@ Very well ::Fires at the nearest JH and misses::

CTO_Lenor says:
@*LAW* the remaining JH beamed up..

SO_K`Rude says:
@::bends over and picks up discharged Phaser rifle ::

CMO_Will says:
::thinks... perhaps I should go back to Sickbay after all....::

FCOBryant says:
::::Looks at the commander :::::  Aye sir

CTO_Lenor says:
@::looks at K'Rude::  good job... ::nods::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* when the are is secure I will send the CNS and the CMO down

A_CMO_Asp says:
@<Companions> : they´re almost here...

CTO_Lenor says:
*LAw* securing area now...

FCOBryant says:
:::breaks off pursuit and heads back to the planet and standard orbit::::

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Evil Grin :: CTO : we should see if we can find a live one for interogation

A_CMO_Asp says:
@<Companions> : Hang on..

FCOBryant says:
XO: standard orbit sir

CNS_Sodak says:
::preparing 4 AT::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: perform a scan of the area.. ::

AEO_Regnu says:
@ What point is there in interrogating a Jem'Haddar

CMO_Will says:
::in TR2::

CTO_Lenor says:
@SO: seems you are enjoying this too much ::grins::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CMO and CNS* arm your self and standby

SO_K`Rude says:
@EO: fun of course

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: SCANS OF THE AREA SHOW NO SHIPS, NO THREATS TO THE ARTEMIS

CMO_Will says:
::standing by::

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::moves closer to the shield::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Hand on phaser & standing by::

CTO_Lenor says:
@::makes sure area is secure::  *Law* CMO and CSN can beam down now

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::looks around.... the fighting seems to be over::

A_CMO_Asp says:
@AT:: Hey you out there!!

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* thank you

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Sir I will return to the shuttlebay and prepare the shuttle to study the debris field again.. FCO: Mister Bryant I will need you assistance..

SO_K`Rude says:
@EO: Can you get that shield down ?

AEO_Regnu says:
@SO_K'Rude: Should I attempt to shut down the shield now that we are safe so we can get people to the ship for medical treatment?

Ltcr_Law says:
*CEO* join the CMO and the CNS

SO_K`Rude says:
@Asp : hello

CMO_Will says:
*Law* Shall we go, sir?

A_CMO_Asp says:
@SO : Thank god you made it ...

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir with your permission?

CEO_LtPax says:
*Law*: Where sir?

CNS_Sodak says:
:Steps on  Transporter pad::

SO_K`Rude says:
@EO: Of course

CTO_Lenor says:
@::sees Asp::

SO_K`Rude says:
@Asp: I am glad as well

AEO_Regnu says:
@So: I'll give it my best shot, ::Moves to the shield generator and takes out a Tricorder and scans for damages::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CEO* bring demolition equip and beam down with CMO and CNS

CSO_Vogas says:
:: wait for XO approval ::

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO and FCO: stay here

CEO_LtPax says:
*Law*: Aye sir

CTO_Lenor says:
@Asp: what happened down here? and do you have any idea on how to get the shields down

CSO_Vogas says:
XO: Aye sir..

CMO_Will says:
*Law* Shall we beam down, sir?

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir

CEO_LtPax says:
::Takes Eng Stuff and  makes his way  to TR2::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CMO* when the CEO joins you yes

AEO_Regnu says:
@SO: There is damage to the primary and secondary power coils.  I might be able to bypass it with the spare, in which case we can get the controls working again.

A_CMO_Asp says:
@SO : Now if you could disable this shield... The guys here are in serious need of medical help.. Which i cannot provide..

SO_K`Rude says:
@CTO: Perhaps they have the command codes on the ship ?

CMO_Will says:
*Law* Aye.

CSO_Vogas says:
:: continue performing scan of the area.. :; XO: Sir.. our shuttle are requesting permission to land back..

CEO_LtPax says:
:::Joins AT on TR Pad::

A_CMO_Asp says:
@SO : Well... They came out of nowhere.. Beamed that is...

CMO_Will says:
TROp: Energize.

SO_K`Rude says:
@ASP: Nothing on the scanners at all ?

AEO_Regnu says:
@::Takes out a spare power coil from the emergency engineering kit.::This ought to do it.::Works to bypass damaged coils.

A_CMO_Asp says:
@CTO : They killed most of the commanding crew.. I took charge off the remaining men and hid the injured behind this shield!!

A_CMO_Asp says:
@SO : I don´t have any tricorders here...

AEO_Regnu says:
@::Finishes the bypass and attempts to engage the replacement power coil::

CTO_Lenor says:
@*law* do we have command codes for the outpost so we can disable the shields?

SO_K`Rude says:
@Asp: I meant the plantary scanners

AEO_Regnu says:
@ There ::Shield controls come back online::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: lower shields and beam the CMO, CNS and CEO down

AEO_Regnu says:
@::enters controls to lower shields.::

FCOBryant says:
XO: aye sir!

CMO_Will says:
:::begins to make his way to the scattered AT::

AEO_Regnu says:
@SO: the shield is down sir.

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* I'll work on it

SO_K`Rude says:
@CTO: The shields are down

CMO_Will says:
@Lenor: You are wounded.

A_CMO_Asp says:
@SO : Sure... Two JH ships... But they came in to fast for us to make any arrangements..

CTO_Lenor says:
@::looks at AEO:: I am the commanding officer here... please report to me...

SO_K`Rude says:
@CMO: they have more wounded in there ::points :: shall I start primary triage ?

CSO_Vogas says:
::  continue to perform routine scan of the area.. ::

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: THE SHIELDS DROP

CMO_Will says:
@SO: If you'd be so kind.

CTO_Lenor says:
@::looks at CMO::  Yeah I am...

FCOBryant says:
::::maintains a lock on all away team members in case the Jem Haddar decide to come back and play:::::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* you are in command of the whole away mission

CNS_Sodak says:
@CMO:Shall I assist you?

CTO_Lenor says:
@*LAW* shields are down

AEO_Regnu says:
@CTO: Sorry sir, the SO is the person who asked me to do it, I'm sorry about the breech in protocol sir.

CMO_Will says:
@CNS: Please, this way.

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Goes into the previously safe area and starts sorting wounded ::

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::watches the shield dorp...:: AT : Hurry .. in here ::goes to his comrades::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See that the shield are now down: XO: The surface shield are now down.. you may beam them up now..

CMO_Will says:
::begins administering painkillers and checking for life threatening injuries.

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir something isn't right here!

SO_K`Rude says:
@CMO: this one needs treatment immediately

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: stand by

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: aye sir..

CNS_Sodak says:
::follows CMO::

CMO_Will says:
@::walks over to the SO's position::

CTO_Lenor says:
@::tries to help wounded..::

SO_K`Rude says:
@CMO: I think a pneumothorax and broken ribs

Ltcr_Law says:
*Eng* work on life support

CMO_Will says:
@ ::kneels at the foot of the fallen officer::

CNS_Sodak says:
@::aids the wounded::

AEO_Regnu says:
@::puts the emergency engineering kit away and prepares to return to the ship.::

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir, call me paranoid but I don't think that we should beam any of the surviviors up

CTO_Lenor says:
@::gets up and walks over to a console... pulls up info that happened during the index time of the attack::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: why?

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Goes to others and continues sorting out the problems ::

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::after seeing help has arrived , gets less tense..::

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::starts feeling dizzy::

CEO_LtPax says:
@::On the Outpost at Systems Management::

CMO_Will says:
@ CTO: Can we beam these people back to the Artemis? I have broken bones here.

FCOBryant says:
XO: Why would the Jem haddar retreat like that?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Wonder why the FCO made that statement ::

CEO_LtPax says:
@::Overrides some protocols::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: continue

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::thinks i´ve done my job... collapses to the floor::

FCOBryant says:
XO: unless it is some kind of Trap?

CEO_LtPax  (Access Denied.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: They were outnumbered by at least 3 to 1..

CTO_Lenor says:
@*Law* do we have permission to begin beaming wounded?

FCOBryant says:
XO: they just don't do that!

CEO_LtPax says:
@::Tries again::

AEO_Regnu says:
@COM: Artemis: Well, I am of no more assistance here, Requesting permission to return to the Artemis.

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Catches Asp as he falls ::

Ltcr_Law says:
@CTO* stand by*

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: suggestion?

CEO_LtPax  (Accessing.wav)

SO_K`Rude says:
@CMO: possible subdural hemotoma here

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: Although they are not known for retreating. the Jem'hadar  have begin to act cowardly since the Romulan have entered the war..

FCOBryant says:
XO: please sir, they have never ran before, we should submit all of the surviviors to tests

CEO_LtPax says:
@::Reinitiate Life Support on the Outpost::

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: what tests?

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::passed out on the floor::

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::feels the flow of air out of the vents ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Think that the FCO may have a good points ::

AEO_Regnu says:
@Com: Artemis: I repeat, there is no more purpose for me here unless you know of one, Requesting permission to return to the Artemis.

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir to determine whether or not they are what they say they are, I am not a doctor, so I cant say for sure

SO_K`Rude says:
@CTO: I think the Engineer may have restarted life support

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: However the doctor should attend to the wounded..

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* secure channel please

FCOBryant says:
XO: maybe a blood test?

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: Because humans are not it is responsibility.. and blood test have shown to fail in the past..

CMO_Will says:
@ ::administers simple painkillers to the minorly wounded::

CTO_Lenor says:
::walks to a different console and opens secure channel.. nods to SO as she walks way::

SO_K`Rude says:
@CMO: Subdural Hematoma here :::Points to Asp ::

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir let him treat them on the planet

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: As I recall General Martok had been through many of them and it took a long time before they find him to be a shapeshifter..

CTO_Lenor says:
@*law* secure channel open sir

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir then stun them all

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: SOMEONE TRICORDER PICKS UP SOME STRANGE READINGS LESS THAN A KM AWAY

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::still on the floor::

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* personally oversee that each survivor is blood screened for changlings

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: Stunning them would be improper..

CMO_Will says:
@SO: Hematoma? Are you sure, Ensign?

CMO_Will says:
@ ::walks over to Asp::

FCOBryant says:
CSO: we are at war!

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: excellent idea

CEO_LtPax says:
@::Trying to reinitialize the weather controls::

CTO_Lenor says:
*Law* understood...

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: I am aware of that.. but it's not a reason to stun our own people.. however. ..

SO_K`Rude says:
@CMO: isn't the symptoms  sudden fainting and discoloration in the nape of the neck ?
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Ltcr_Law says:
*CMO* the CTO will instruct you

CSO_Vogas says:
FCO: We may manage to detect a shapeshifter by using a modify phaser beam..

AEO_Regnu says:
@ COM: Artemis: One to beam up.

CEO_LtPax says:
@::Kicks the system and tries again::

CTO_Lenor says:
@*law* I know how sir::walks over to the CMO::
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CTO_Lenor says:
@::closes channel before walking away::

CEO_LtPax says:
@::Begins reprogramming of the weather cycles::

Ltcr_Law says:
*AEO* stand by

CSO_Vogas says:
:: See something strange on his sensors::

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir the away team is picking up anomalous readings!

CMO_Will says:
@ Lenor: Sir?

AEO_Regnu says:
COM: *Artemis*: Standing by.

CSO_Vogas says:
XO: Sir.. I'm picking up strange reading on my sensors

FCOBryant says:
*aeo* stand by please

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: scan further

CTO_Lenor says:
@CMO: we need to begin founder's test on all wounded..  I will supervise these..

AEO_Regnu says:
@ *AEO* Standing by.

CMO_Will says:
@CTO: Do you really think that's necessary?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to analyse it:: XO:  It is located a few km away from the away team.. :: perform a deep scan.. :: It seem to be Birthing Chamber.. similar to the one used by Jem'hadars..

AEO_Regnu says:
@ *FCO* Standing by.

SO_K`Rude says:
@CTO: I have a method we use on the Klingon homeworld :::Displays knife ::

CTO_Lenor says:
@CMO: Law's orders... now lets get to it

CMO_Will says:
@CTO: It's unlikely that a Founder is here...

FCOBryant says:
XO: sir we need to get the AT out of there now!

CTO_Lenor says:
@::looks at SO:: no that will not be needed

Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: collect data on the pods

CMO_Will says:
@CTO: The survivors were protected by the shield.

Ltcr_Law says:
*CTO* secure channel please

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Aye sir... do you want me to beam down to the area ?

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Sighs and puts knife back in boot ::

CTO_Lenor says:
@CMO: this is not up for discussion..

FCOBryant says:
XO: something is way wrong

CMO_Will says:
@CTO: But, I'll do as you ask.

CEO_LtPax says:
@::Weather cycles restored::

A_CMO_Asp says:
@::dreams of ... nothing::

CMO_Will says:
@::kneels down and begins extracting blood samples from the wounded::

SO_K`Rude says:
@CTO: is there any way I may help ?
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Ltcr_Law says:
CSO: stay onboard

Host Mare_AGM says:
ACTION: A PULSATING HEARTBEAT CAN BE PICKED UP ON SENSORS

CTO_Lenor says:
@SO: you can help the CMO with the tests

FCOBryant says:
XO : sir I am gonna beam up the engineering officer

CSO_Vogas says:
Law: Aye sir.. :: collecting information::

SO_K`Rude says:
@CTO: by your command

Ltcr_Law says:
FCO: denied

CMO_Will says:
@SO: Begin with those men over there.

CSO_Vogas says:
XO: Whatever is in there is still alive..

SO_K`Rude says:
@:::Goes to help the CMO ::

Host Mare_AGM says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PAUSE<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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